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Levine has studied the groups, 6m,n, of knotted homotopy n-spheres in Sm.

These groups can be interpreted as n-cobordism classes of certain ball pairs

(Dm, Dn). In this paper we define a relativized version, 6m-n(Vk), of these groups,

where Vk is a /¿-manifold. dm,n(V) is the group of n-cobordism classes of pairs

(VxDm, VxDn), although in practice we find it convenient to give the formal

definition in terms of maps rather than manifold pairs. Of course, 0m,n(point)= &m,n

as a special case. We shall show that the groups 6m,n(V) and their framed analogues

ff$-n(V) fit into exact sequences (see §3) generalizing those of [11] and [4]. Finally,

we use these groups to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions under which a

"partial" stable tangential homotopy equivalence /: M*-> Wn (i.e., /|[n/2]-

skeleton is tangential) is actually a stable tangential homotopy equivalence (see §9).

We rely heavily on the techniques of [11] and [10]. The author would like to thank

Professor R. H. Szczarba for his encouragement and help.

0. Notation. Throughout this paper all manifolds will be C°°, compact, and

oriented. All maps are transverse to any boundaries and corners shall not worry us.

If Mn is a submanifold of Wm, we orient the normal bundle v of M in Why the

equation

TM + V  =   TW  |   M,

where tm, tw are the tangent bundles of M and W. The boundary of M, dM, is

oriented by the equation

è+TiM   =   TM |  ÖM,

where £ is a line bundle oriented positively by the vector pointing out from M.

— M denotes M with the negative orientation.

Rn will denote n-dimensional real vector space with unit cube /" and unit disc

Fn—all with their natural orientations. Let Sn~1 = 8Dn, Jn-1 = dln-ln-1, where

int X or X denotes the interior of X. Let Cl (X) be the closure of X. Z and Z,

will mean the integers and cyclic group of order /, respectively.

1. Definition of 0m-n(V), 8%-n(Vk). Let Vk he a closed manifold. In this section

we define the sets 6m-n(Vk) and dp-n(Vk) and show how one can introduce a group
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structure in them which is abelian if «3:2. We setq = m — n throughout this paper.

Let «10.

Definition. A map/: Vx In ->• Vxlnx D" is called admissible if

(1) /is an imbedding,

(2) f(x, t) = (x, t, 0), for teJn~\

(3)f(Vx8In)=Vx8InxO,

(4) f(Vx/n)eint (Vx7»x DP).

Suppose that/ g: Vx In -> Vxlnx D" are admissible.

Definition. A map H: Vx In x /-» Vx In x D" x I is said to connect f and g,

or f~Hg, if

(1) H is an imbedding

(2) H(x, t, 0) = (f(x, 0, 0), H(x, t, l) = (g(x, t), 1),

(3) H(x, t, s) = (x, t, 0, s), for teJn-\

(4) H(Vx8InxI)=Vx8Inx0xI,

(5) H(int (Vx In x /))cint (Vx InxD"x I).

It is easy to see that defining/~g if there exists an H such thatf~ Hg, makes ~

into an equivalence relation in the set of all admissible maps.

Definition. 6m-n(Vk) is the set of equivalence classes of admissible maps

/: Vx In -s- Vxlnx D" with respect to the relation ~.

Next we define 6^-n(Vk), the framed analogue of 6m-n(Vk).

Definition. Let &: Vxlnx D"^ Vxlnx DQ be a map. Let f:VxIn->

VxInxD"be defined by/(x, t) = ^(x, t, 0). (/ ¿T) is called F-admissible if

(1) !F is a diffeomorphism,

(2) /is admissible,

(3) !F(x, t, y) = (pxf(x, t), p2f(x, t), y), for t e 8In, where pi will always denote

the natural projection onto the /th factor.

Suppose that (f,&) and (g,<¡§) are F-admissible, with 3?,%: Vxlnx Dq

->■ VxInxD".

Definition. Let Mf: Vxlnx D"xl -> Vxlnx Dqxl be a map and define

H:VxrxI->VxInxDQxI by H(x, t, s) = Mf(x, t,0, s). (H,Mf) is said to

F-connect (/, ¿^) am/ (g, 9), or (/ #)~w.jr>(f, ^), if

(1) Mf is a diffeomorphism,

(2) ¿f(x, f, v, 0) = (&(x, t, v), 0), jT(x, t, v, l) = (^(x, f, v), 1),

(3) H connects /and g,

(4) Ji"(jc, r, y, s) = (pxH(x, t, s), p2H(x, t, s), y, ptH(x, t, s)), for t e 8I\

Let us define (/ &)~(g, &) if there is an (H, Mf) so that (/ ¿*")~ <„,*>) (g, &).

It is again clear that ~ is an equivalence relation in the set of all F-admissible maps.

Definition. 6m,n(V) is the set of equivalence classes of F-admissible maps

(fi&XP: VxInxD"^VxInx D", with respect to the relation ~.

In order to define products in dm-n(V) and ö^,ri(F) we need the following easy

technical lemma which enables us to pick particularly nice representatives for each

equivalence class. The proof will be omitted.
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We first introduce the following notation :

II ={(tx,...,tn)eI»\0S í,ái,lá iSn},

Il s {(tu..., 4)6''/" I (a) if«= l.theniá h S I,
(b) if»>'l, thenláíjál,

for 1£/¿A-1, andOáf,£0,

F+' = C1 (F-/Î), FTsCl (/"-/!), a+ =(1, 0,..., 0), and a_ =(0,..., 0).

Lemma 1.1. Let nil.

(a) Let u e 6™(V). Then u= [f+]= [/_], »fere /±(x, t) = (pxf(x, a±), t, 0), for

tel±, and f±(Vxll)^int(Vx II x D"). Furthermore, iff'± satisfy the same con-

ditions as f±, then there are connections H± between /± andf± satisfying

H±(x,t,s) = (pxH±(x, a±,s), t, 0,PiH±(x, a±, j)),   forteIn±,

and

H±(int (Vx II x I)) s int(FxF£xF»'Ix/).

(b) Fei t) e 0£>"( F). Fften ü = [/+, ¿F+ ] = [/_, ¿F_ ], wnere/± sató/y ife conditions

in part (a) and^±(x, t,y) = (pxf(x,a±), t,y),for teT£. Furthermore, if(f'í,^L)

satisfy the same conditions as (f±, &±), then there are F-connections (H±, 3*F±)

between (f'±, ^±) and (f±, ^±) with H± satisfying the conditions in part (a) and

3f±(x,t,y,s) = (pxH±(x,a±,s),t,y,piH±(x,a±,s)),   forteIn±. □

Using the notation of Lemma 1.1 we now define products for ni 1 as follows:

Let u, ve 6m-n(V). Then w = [/+] and t> = [g_]. Define/+ *g_: VxIn-> Vxln

xD"hy

f+ * g.(x, t) = f+(pxg_(x, a.), t),   for t e F_\

= g-(x, t), for teIX.

Define u * v= [f+ * g_].

Let u,ve6f-n(V). Then u={f+,&r+] and v=[g-,&-). Define u*v =

[f+*g.,&+9„].

Lemma 1.2. Let nil.

(a) * is well defined in 9m-n(V) and 6fn(V).

(b) (dm-n(V), *) and (9%-n(V), *) are groups which are abelian if ni2.

The proof of Lemma 1.2 will be deferred until §4. (If [f,&], [g, ($\ e 6f-°(V),

set [/ &\ * [g, ^] = [^g, &%}. This defines a group structure also in ff}-°(V).)

Remarks. If n^2, then the condition in Lemma 1.1(a) reads/±(x, t) = (x, t, 0),

for t e /"'• There are corresponding simplifications in the rest of Lemma 1.1. As a

matter of fact, the reason that this lemma and others to follow may seem more

complicated than they really are is because we are trying to handle the cases n= 1

and n > 1 simultaneously. The reader is urged to separate the cases in order to
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clarify the situation. We also point out here that isotopies of admissible (F-

admissible) maps give rise to connections (F-connections). This easy fact will be

often used implicitly. Finally, we want to emphasize that defining the groups

6m-n(V) in terms of maps and connections, is equivalent to defining them as

cobordism classes of pairs (Vx In x D", Vx In) with suitable restrictions (similarly

for Öf,n(F)); however, we found it simple to work with maps.

2. Generalized homotopy groups. In order to be able to state our main theorems

we need a "generalization" of the usual homotopy groups. For a detailed dis-

cussion of these groups see Yuh-lin Jou [16].

Let Z be a fixed space (if Z = {z0}, we will get the standard homotopy groups).

Definition. Let/10 and define

nf(X, A, x0) = homotopy classes of maps g:Zx F -> X satisfying

(i)g(Zx7i-1) = .v0and(ii)g(Zx/i-1)ç^.

The product structure in irf(X, A, x0) is defined as follows for /¡>2: Let [/], [g]

e nf(X, A, x0). Then [/] * [g]= [h], where h:ZxP->X,

h(z, (ti,..., m = /(*> (2/i, t2,..., U)\ for 0StxSh

= g(z,(2tx-l,t2,...,ti)),   fori^ tx S 1.

One can also define such a product in tt\(X, .v0).

Definition. Let (X; A, B, x0) be a triad and define, for i¡£2,

tt?(X; A, B, x0) = homotopy classes of maps g.ZxV -> X satisfying

(i) g(Zx/i-1)eß,(ü)g(Zxyi-1)c/i,and(iii)g(Zxyi-2x/) = .v0.

■ñf(X;A,B,x0) = homotopy classes of maps g: ZxP -> X satisfying

(i) g(ZxIi~1)çB, (iï)g(ZxJi-1)çA, and (iii) g(Zx8V~x xl) = x0.

If z'^3, then one can define a product just like in rrz(X, A, x0). We shall drop

base points from now on.

Lemma 2.1. (a) wf(A\ A) is a group for / ä 2, which is abelian ifi^ 3. tt\(X) is also

a group ancl-nWX) is abelian.

(b) irf(X\ A, B) and -rrf(X; A, B) are groups for /ä 3 which are abelian if i^4.

(c) The natural sequences

-> irfA ->• *fX-+vf(X, A) -► irf_xA -> •• •

-> irf(B, An B)-> nf(X, A) -> irfiX; A, B) -> tt?-x(B, A n B) -+■ ■ ■

are exact.

Proof. It suffices to observe that the above groups are just the usual homotopy

groups of certain function spaces, e.g., Trf(X, A, x0)xtt¡(Xz, Az, xl) and

nf(X; A, B, x0) x ttIXz; Az, Bz, xz0). D

If X is an //-space, then one can define a monoid structure in the homotopy

groups by pointwise multiplication. One can show without much trouble that this
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product agrees with the one just defined above. In fact, if A' is a topological group,

then nf(X, A, x0) is a group for HO; and nf(X; A, B, x0), fr\(X; A, B, x0) are

groups for H2. Next, let Gn be the space of maps ofS"-1^.!»"-1 with degree 1,

and let SOn be the space of orthogonal maps in Gn. We want to point out for future

reference that nf(Gq, SOq), wf(G,+1; SOq+h GQ), and #%Gq+t; SOq+l, Gq) are also

groups.

3. The exact sequences. We are now ready to display the main results which

generalize those of Levine [11] and Haefliger [4]. For the remainder of this paper

assume that Vk is a closed, 1-connected manifold. Define groups Fn as follows:

Pn = Z, n = 0(4),

= Z2, n = 2(4),

= 0, n odd.

In §6 we shall define homomorphisms o>¡, <¿¡, d¡ making the following sequences

exact for a^3, ni 1, n + ki6:

(l)q ■ ■ -^ *lSOq M-i> n-n(v) %. em-n(V) *±+ <_, SOq ->• • •

(2), • • -r> fl"-»(V) %: rr\Gq ̂^A«?"1'""\V) ^ »tf_xGq ->■ ■ ■
(3), ... _► fl™( vr^rrvn(Gq, SOq) %. Pk+n%, fl" -»•-1( V) »J* irY. x(Gq,SOq) ->• • •

Let

(4),-1- nvnSOq %. TT^fJ, *-V <(£„ SO,) !v jr¡T_ xSOq '-*■■ ■ • be the exact se-

quence of the pair (Gq, SOq). Then we have a commutative (up to sign) diagram:

(5), iryn + x(Gq,SOq) 6?-n(V)

\4>

Pk + n + X        "3       )  8m-"(V)—^-^ 7r^_ xSOq

The commutativity (up to sign) of (5), and the exactness of (l),-(3), is the content

of Theorem 1. In §8 we discuss the suspension maps j and define maps a>5, <f>5, cu6,

</>6 which make the following sequences exact (Theorem 2 and 3):

(6), ■ ■ ■^Trl+x(Gq+l;SOq+i,Gq)<^e™-\V)A+ 6™^-\V)^nl(Gq + l;SOq + l,Gq)
to5     Qm.n-X/y\     >

(7), ■ ■ ■^^x(Gq+l;SO^l,Gqr^b^-\V)U er'-n(Vr^irl(Gq+l;SOq+l,Gq)

%. fl?>B'*1(P0-*•••.

4. Some preliminaries.    We begin by proving Lemma 1.2.

Proof of Lemma 1.2. (a) This is a fairly straightforward exercise and we shall

show only that * is well defined in flm,n(F), since the proof for 6^-n(V) is similar.
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First, observe that/+ * g- is a well defined admissible map. Suppose that we had

chosen/+,g'_ instead of/+,g_ respectively. Choose a connection H± as in Lemma

1.1(a). Define H+ * H. : Fx/"x/^ Vxln x D"xl by

//+ *H_(x,t,s) = H+(p1H.(x,a.,s),t,piH.(x,a^,s)),    for / e II',

= H_(x,t,s), for te IX.

Then //+ * //_ is a connection between/+ *g_ and/| *g'_. Therefore * is well

defined.

(b) Define é : Vxl" x D" -* VxInxD", e: Vxln^ VxInxD" by ¿(x,t,y)

= (x, 1, y), e(x, t) = (x, t, 0). Then [e] and [e, 0] serve as identities for * in 6m-n(V)

and 8m,n(V), respectively. Associativity of * follows from a more complicated

version of Lemma 1.1 and it will be left to the doubting reader to fill in the some-

what lengthy details.

Suppose «a 3. The following sequence of figures shows the isotopies required to

prove that * is commutative.

f+*g

(iü)

Proving commutativity in case n = 2 is slightly more technical but essentially the

same.

Now let [f]edm-n(V), n^l and let [/] = [/_] as usual. An inverse of [/] is

obtained by reflecting/, about the plane tx = \. If n = I, one must also compensate

for the fact that pxf^( , 0): V-* Fis not necessarily the identity. Since the explicit
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construction for a representative g of [f]'1 is complicated but straightforward,

it will be omitted.

V 1/2 V 1/2

VxPxD" VxPxD" □

Next we define two constructions which will be used frequently and then con-

clude with some technical lemmas important for the subsequent development.

Definition. Let h: X x S1 -> Y x S' and

h':X->S's'

be maps (identify Sl with y x Sl to take care of the case h: Xx Sl -> S'). Then

o(h): X-+S,s'

and

p(h'):XxS'->Sl

are defined by o(h)(x)(u)=p2h(x, u) and p(h')(x, u) = h'(x)(u).

Lemma 4.1. Letq^3, nil, m + k^6.

(a) Fe/ [/]eöm-n(F). Then there is a diffeomorphism &° : VxInxD"-^ VxPxD"

satisfying

(i)Sr\x,t,0)=f(x,t),

(ii) &°(x, t, y) = (x, t,y),forteJn-\

(iii) &°ix, t, y) = (pxf(x, t),p2f(x, 0, <*(x, t)(y)),for t e Z-\ H-Aere «: Fx /"-1
-+SOQ,

(iv) a^XFx/^çG,.

(b) Suppose that [/] = [/'] and J^0' ¿s chosen with respect tof as in part (a). Le/

// connect f and f. Then there is a diffeomorphism Mf°: Vxlnx D" x I -> Vxln

x D" x I satisfying

(i) Mf°(x, t, 0,s) = H(x, t,s),

(ii) Mf\x, t, y, 0) = (3F°(x, t, y), 0), Mf\x, t, y, l) = (^°'(x, t, y), I),

(iii) Mf°(x, t, y, s) = (x, t, y, s), forteJn~\

(iv) Mf°(x, t, y, s) = (pxH(x, t, s), p2H(x, t, s), &(x, t, s)(y), p^H(x, t, s)), for

teIn-\ where a: Vxln'1xl-+SOq,

(v) a(p3Mf°R)(VxInxI)çGQ,   where   R: Vxlnx/x D" -> FxInx D"xl   is

given by R(x, t, s, y) = (x, t,y,s).

(c) Let u e 6m-n(V) and choose f± as in Lemma 1.1(a) so that u=[f±]. Then there

are diffeomorphisms ^°: Vxlnx D" ^ VxInxD" satisfying (i)-(iv) of part (a)

and also

(v) ST&x, t, y) = (px¿r±°(x, a±,y), t,p3&l(x, a±,y)),for t e 1%.
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Proof. We shall content ourselves with outlining a proof only for part (a);

everything is really straightforward. Since the normal bundle off is trivial one can

get a trivialization ¿F° of a tubular neighborhood F which we may assume to be

all of VxI"xDq by Smale theory [14, Theorem 4.1]. Furthermore, we could have

let the trivialization be induced from the standard one on VxJn~x xO. If one also

uses the uniqueness of tubular neighborhoods theorem on VxIn~1xO one gets

^° to satisfy (i)-(iv).    □

Remark. Lemma 4.1 says roughly that every admissible map almost comes

from an F-admissible pair. (f,F°) fails to be F-admissible only on Fx/n_1xO.

Lemma 4.2. Let qi3, niO, m + ki6. Let [f &\ e 9F-n(V). If[f] = [g]edm-n(V),

then [/, F] = [g, <S] for some <S.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1 and easy. If H connects/

and g, choose a trivialization $F of its normal bundle which is induced from !F.

<S will then be the restriction of 3tiF to g.    □

Lemma 4.3. Let qi3, nil, m + ki6. Choose ¿F°, 'S0 with respect to admissible

mapsfi g as in Lemma 4.1(a). Then [o(F0&0)] = [o(F°)a(<S0)] e 7r£(Gs, SOq).

Proof. Let F°, @1 he chosen for/ g, respectively, as in Lemma 4.1(c). By

Lemma4.1(b)a(Jr0)~a(J^+0)anda(^0)~a(^0_); and so o(3F*)o((S*)~o(&»)o(S\).

Since the connections between &°, F° and 'S0, S^° could have been chosen to be

level preserving we also have that o(F0(S0)~oL9r%'SQ_ ). It suffices to show therefore

that o(3F°<3«_)~<j(âF°)o(<$°_).

Now,

a(JW)(x, t)(y) = p39<L(x, t, y), for t e IX,

= p^2(Px^°-(x, a_,y), t,pa91(x, a.,y)), for t e IX.

(o(&°)o($<L))(x, t)(y) = paWt(x, t, y), for t e IX

= p3F°(x, t, p3%°-(x, t, y)), for t e IX.

But px(S?_( , a_,y)=pxg( ,a_): V-> V is homotopic to the identity and so we are

done.    □

Addendum to Lemma 4.3. If (/ ¡F) and (g, S) are F-admissible, then [o^'S)]

= [o(&)o($)]enlGq.

Proof. Same as for Lemma 4.3. One merely needs to observe that all the appro-

priate homotopies may be taken with respect to 7^(7,. By using Lemma 1.1(b)

instead of Lemma 4.1 we only need nil.    □

Before stating the next lemma we must make a few remarks about the Thorn

map. By(Wn, <S)^9Mm we shall mean imbeddingsg: W-> M/S: WxDm~n^ M

so that <S(x, 0)=g(x). 'S will be called a framing of W. Recall that given (Wn, 'S)

<^9Mm we can define a map t(W,'S): M-> Sm'n called the Thorn map (for an

explicit definition see [7, p. 346]). In particular, given (Wk + n, ^)s9Fx/nx S"'1
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we obtain a map/(IF, 9): Vx /" xS"'1 -> S<~K When does a(t( W, #)) determine

an element of 7^(7,? The case « = 0 is essentially handled by [11, Lemma 3.6],

i.e., the inclusion W -*■ VxS"'1 followed by the projection VxS"'1 -> V must

define a map W^ V of degree 1. Suppose «ä 1, and let e = (0,..., 0, 1). If 3W=

W n(Vx8InxSQ'l)= Vx8Inxe and ^\8W is the standard framing of Vx8Inxe

in Vx8Inx S"'1, then one can also easily see thata(/(IF, ff)) determines an element

of TTnG„. Since this will always be the case whenever we use the Thorn map in such

a context, we write simply [t(W, fS)\ e irlGQ and shall not explicitly justify it in the

future. (See [11, §1.3-1.5] for a more detailed discussion.)

Now define £>*+={(/!,..., O eS«"1 | /„â0}and D"„={(tx,.. .,tq) e S"'1 \ tqS0}.

Lemma 4.4. Let (f,&) be F-admissible and let Wk*n = ^(VxInxe). Define

c§. wk + n x Dq+-i _^ i/x /n x s<I-i by grçjTfo t, e), y) = &(x, t, y). Then

[t(Wk + n, (S)\ * \oLW)\ = 0 e TTvnGq,   forn^ 1.

Proof. Clearly   [t(Wk + n,^)] = [o(^-1)]  and   therefore   [t(Wk + n, #)] * [a(^)]

= M&- ')] * H^)] = [°(& - X^)] = [<*? -l*)] = 0.    D
The next lemma tells us when submanifolds of Vxlnx D" can be realized by

admissible maps.

Lemma 4.5. Let Wk + n be a submanifold of VxI" x D", n^O, satisfying

(1) aiFn(Fxyi-1x/)'î)=Fxyn-1x0,

(2) aiF-(Fxyn-1xO)çint(Fx/n-1x/)<!),

(3) int lFeint(Fx/nxF)<i),

(4) W ^ñ Vxln, H(VxJn-1)=VxJn~1xO.

Then there is an admissible mapfwithf(VxIn)= W. Furthermore [/] e dm-"(V) is

uniquely determined by Wifk + n^6.

Proof. Let F denote the composite

(p,, p2)
V x J*-1-► W > Fx;-1.

H

F obviously extends to a diffeomorphism F of Vxln. Define/=//F_1. Then/is

admissible and f(VxIn)= W. Suppose that/' is admissible and f'(VxIn)= W.

Define

K: Kx/"x{0, l}u VxJn-xxI-^ Wxl

by K(x, y, 0) = (f(x, t), 0), K(x, t, l) = (f'(x, t), 1), and *(*, /, s)=(f(x, /), s), for

t eJ"'1. Using the techniques of [14] one can obtain a diffeomorphism K: Vxlnxl

-> Wx /which extends K. But K is a connection between/and/'. Thus [/]=[/']. □

5. Some surgery.    Suppose that [g] eTrvn(Gq, SOq). Let /""1s/""1x Ixe, and

let F: VxInxSq -^ Vxlï'1 be the natural projection. We may assume that

Wk+n = p(g)-\e) is a manifold with framing & and that 8Wk + n = (VxJn~1 xe)

VJ Mk+n~1, where A/xFx/71-1 with the natural inclusion  Vxa+ xe-> M a
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homotopy equivalence. (In our case here P\M is actually a diffeomorphism, but

the weaker assumption will be needed later on.) Let r = P\W, qi3, nil, and

k + nid.

Lemma 5.1. We may suppose that r is ([(k + n)/2]—l)-connected, i.e., r#: ttjW

->TTj(VxI,x1-1) is an isomorphismforjS[(k + n)/2] — l, where [x] denotes the greatest

integer in x.

Proof. The proof of this lemma and of others to follow will consist merely of

reducing the situation to one handled elsewhere. For simplicity we make the

following definitions: N=VxInxSq-\ Nx = VxJn~x xS«"1, T=3F(Wx D"'1),

where, without loss of generality, Tn VxJ"-1 xS"-1= VxJn-1 x FV1 and

Tn Kx/'-'xJ'-'cFx/'-^S'-1,

Vx = Cl KKx7»-1xS«-1)-(rn (Fx/'-'xS'-'))] » Kx/'-'x/)«"1,

V2=VxJn-1xD"+-1, V3 = Cl(BW-(VxIl'1)), Wx=F(Wxe), and r:N-W

-> Vu r(x, t, y)=F((x, 0, g(x, 0)e), e).

An argument like that in [11, §4.9] shows that we may suppose that A'— W, r,

and f are 1-connected. Assume inductively that r and r are (s— l)-connected for

2SsS [(k + n)/2] — 1. We want to make them i-connected.

Consider the split exact sequences

$*2
wjLVxti-*)

n 1

■rrAV-

n

srVi

->ns(W, Fx/Î"1)

fc»r#^ irs(N- W)-► ns(N- W, Vi)

If r# is an isomorphism and if [/] e ttsW, then /"#([/]) = 0 implies that F(fxe)~0

in N— W. The techniques of [3], [11], and [9] now apply to make r s-connected.

Therefore, it suffices to show that r is i-connected ; in fact, using the Whitehead

theorem, it suffices to show that HS(N- W, ^^ = 0 (all homology and cohomology

will be with integer coefficients), because we also have the split exact sequence

0 -> HSVX -> HS(N- W) -* HS(N- W, Vx) -+ 0.

Since

HS(N- W, Vi) x Hs(Cl (N-T), Vx)^Hk + m~s-1(Cl (N-T), S(C1 (N-T))-Vx)

« Hk+m-s-1(N,TuNx),

let us consider the exact sequence of the triple (N, T\J Nx, Nx):

->Hk + m-s~2(T\J Nx, Nx)^Hk + m-s-1(N, lu Nx)

-*Hk+m-*-i(N,NÙ-+Hk*m-'-l(TvNi,Ni)-*-'-
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Now H*(N,Nx) = 0; also,

Hk + m-s-t(Tv NX,NX) X Hk + m-s~t(T, V2) X Hk + m-s-\W, Fx/?"1)

« H,.q+¿W, F3) = 0

if tS2, because q^ 3 and ris (í-l)-connected. Therefore Hk + m-s-\N, Fu ^) = 0

and we are done.    Q

From now on assume that r is ([(k + n)/2]— l)-connected. The proof of Lemma

5.1 shows that then r is [(A: + «)/2]-connected.

Lemma 5.2. Let k + n = 2l. Then WxVkxIn+Uk + n, where U is a n-manifold

with boundary a homotopy sphere and ± denotes boundary connected sum (see

[3, §1.2]).

Proof. Let r' denote the natural projection W-+ Vxa+ xe^M. We have a

split exact sequence

r'

0 —► HtM ±¿ HtW—> Ht(W, M) —> 0.

Therefore //¡IFx/FM ® HiW, M). Since HtMxHtV and H,WxH,V for j<I

(because r is (/— l)-connected), we see immediately that r' is (/— l)-connected. We

can now use the proof of [10, Proposition 5] to get our result, because r is a normal

map, i.e., it preserves the stable normal bundle.    □

Lemma 5.3. y(U) e Pk+n depends only on the homotopy class of g, where y is the

function defined in [11, §4.5].

Proof. Let [g] = [g'] e irl(Gq, SOq), and let h: Vxlnxl-+Gq be a homotopy

between g and g', i.e., h \ Vxlnx0=g, h | Vxlnxl=g', h(VxIn~l xI)^SOq,

/¡(Fx/"-1 x/) = identity. We may assume that Xk + n + i = R~lp(h)~1(e) is a mani-

fold with framing Mf which is a framed cobordism between (W, F) and (— W', F'),

where (W, IF') is defined with respect to g' similarly to (W, ¡F). (R is defined as in

Lemma 4.1. b.v.) Let Uk + n' be obtained similarly to U. We want to show that

y(U) = y(U').
Let Y=8(VxInxexI) and let r: X-> VxPxexI be the restriction of the

natural projection VxIxS"~1xI-> VxInxexI. By an argument similar to that

in Lemma 5.1, we may assume that r is (/- l)-connected. Let p denote the funda-

mental class of a manifold and consider the diagram:

HXY^—^ Hl8X

n pY r> PSx

HiYJ^-fíidX

Therefore H'8X = Im r ® A, where A=(C] Wx)_1(ker r*). Also, lmr*xH'Y

since r* is 1-1 by [10, Lemma 3].
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Next, we look at the Mayer-Vietoris sequences:

->HxdW-> H,W © Hi- W') -^-> Hi 8X->H,.xdW-

n >\ u

->Hl(VxdI")->H¡V®H,V->HiY-> H,_x(Vx8In)->■ ■ •

(We used the fact that dX-(Wv -W')xdWxI and made other obvious

identifications. rx and r2 are the maps induced from r. i is induced from the inclus-

ions Fs W, W', and r2i= 1.) Clearly ker r2 = H,U® H,(-U') and a little diagram

chasing shows that./* is 1-1 on ker r2 and ker r* = /*(ker r2).

Case (a) l=2s, k + n=4s: [10, p. 26] shows that Im r* u A = 0. Thus index

êA'=index(Im r*) + index A. But index ^A'=0 = index Y, since SA'and F bound.

Also, index Imr* = index Y; so index A = 0. Finally, H'(dX, W')vH'(8X, W)

<=H2'(8X,8X) = 0 shows that H'Uu H'(- U') = 0, and so 0 = index A = index U

+ index (-U') = index {/-index U', i.e., y(U) = % index C/=l index U'=y(U').

Case(b) /odd: Let

/*                   8
-> H'X-* #' 8X-> Hl + 1(X, 8X)->■ ■ ■

be the exact sequence of the pair (X, dX). We know that H' 8X=lm r* © A. If

we could choose a symplectic basis xx,..., xs,yx,...,ys for AxHtU © H,(—U')

with x( u x,=0= Vi u v„ x( u yf—&ti and S(x¡) = 0, then the argument in [11, p. 28]

shows that y(U± -U') = 0; hence y(U) = y(U'). (Note that by Poincaré-Lefschetz

duality S(x¡) = 0 implies that a sphere representing xt n pex in 8X is nullhomotopic

in X since X is (/— l)-connected.) We can choose such a symplectic basis because A

is torsion-free (see [10, p. 27]) and (u u Sx) n p{X dX) = (i*u u x) n pex, for

u e H'X, xeH'dX (compare [8, p. 261]). D

Now set U=Dn + k if n + k is odd.

Lemma 5.4. r may be assumed to be a homotopy equivalence if and only ify(U) = 0.

Proof. See [10, pp. 28-37] and [11, §4.10^1.11]. It is easy to translate the argu-

ments found there to fit our situation.    □

6. The maps wh fa, 8t. In this section we define the maps w¡, fa, 8K of §3. Com-

pare with [11, pp. 34-35]. We also prove the commutativity of diagram (5),. Let

n^0.

Definition of wx. Let [/] e rrlSOq. Define cox([f]) = [e, iF\, where &(x, t,y)

= (x, t,f(x, t)(y)).

Definition of fa,. Let [/ 3F\ e fl?-n(F). Define fafTf, ̂ ]) = [f].

Definition of wa. Let [/ F] e &r-n(V). Define w2([f, F]) = [o(^)] e -n\Gq.

Lemma 6.1. (a) wx and </>x are well defined homomorphisms for niO. (h) a>2 is a

well defined homomorphism for nil.
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Proof. Easy. The homomorphism property of oj2 follows from the addendum to

Lemma 4.3.    □

From now on in this section assume that q^3, n + k^6, and wä 1.

Definition of w3. Let [f]e 6m-n(V). Pick F° as in Lemma 4.1(a) and define

<o3i[f]) = [o(^°)]eTTvn(Gq,SOq).

Definition of 8x. 8x = 8ico3.

Lemma 6.2. w3 and 8X are well defined homomorphisms.

Proof. Apply Lemma 4.1(b) and 4.3. Observe that we can give the following

description of 8X: Let [/] e 6m-n(V). Choose &° and a as in Lemma 4.1(a). Then

WD=M.    □
Definition of <f>3. Let [g]e^(Gq, SOq). Define 4>3([g]) = y(Uk + n), where U is

the TT-manifold obtained as in §5.

Definition of <f>2. <£2 = <¿3<¿4.

Lemma 6.3. <f>2 and <f>3 are well defined homomorphisms.

Proof. Lemma 5.3 shows that </>3 is well defined. To show that it is a homo-

morphism, let [/], [/'] e 7Tn(Gq, SOq). Recall that [/] * [/'] = [/)], where h:VxIn

-> Gq, and

h(x, (tx,..., /„)) = f(x, (2tx, t2,..., tn))f'(x, (0, t2,..., /„)),       0 á h % h

= f'(x,(2tx- l,/2,...,/n)), iííiS.1.

If Wx = p(f)~1(e), W2 = p(f')~1(e), and W3 = p(h)' 1(e), then we may suppose as

usual that the W¡ are (& + n)-manifolds. Furthermore, W3X Wx u9 W2, where, for

n=l,

g: Wx n(KxlxS'-V W2n(Vx0xSq-1),

g(x,l,y) = (x,0,f'(x,0)(y)),

and for n ä 2,

g: Win [KxOxF-^xS'-1]^ W2n [Vx(0xIn-1)xSQ-1],

g(x, (1, t2,..., /„), y) = (x, (0, /2,..., /„), y).

Let i/k + n, t/fc + n' be chosen for//', respectively, as in §5. It should be clear from

the above construction W3Z VxIn±(U± £/'). Therefore </>3([f] *[/']) = </>3([h])

= y(U+ U')=y(U) + y(U') = <p3([f]) * h([f'])- This finishes the proof.    D

Before going on to the next definition we need another concept. Suppose

F: Mnx D"'1 ->■ WnJrq is an imbedding. Then there is an essentially unique

orientation preserving imbedding F': MnxD"-+ Wn + " with F'(x, t) = F(x, /),

for / e D"'1. IF' is called the rear extension of & (compare [11, §1.2]).

If (M, J^e' W, then (M, \F) shall denote the framed imbedding (M, S?), where

<8(x,y) = F(x,\y).
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Définition of 82. Let y e Pk + n. By [11, Lemma 4.6] there is a framed submanifold

(Uk + n, y)^Dk + n + Q-1^int(VxIn-1xDQ) such that y(U) = y and 2k+"*1 = Öi/is

a homotopy sphere. Assume that D* + n + Q-i n (Kx/""1x}ö«)= 0. Let

(Nk + n-it jT) = (Kx/'-'xO, K)#(2, ^j),

where S?! is the rear extension of 'S and # denotes (framed) connected sum (see

[3, §1.2]). Clearly, the inclusion VxJn~2^N is a homotopy equivalence and hence

from [14, Theorem 4.1] and Lemma 4.5 there is an admissible map/: Fx/n_1

-^^xP-'xA« with/(Fx/n-1) = Af. Define Jr: Fx/""1 x D" ^ Fx/""1 x Z)5

by F(x, t,y) = -F'x(f(x, t),y). Again using Smale theory ([14, Theorem 4.1]), we

may suppose that ¡F is a diffeomorphism onto Vxln~xx D", so that (f,F) is

F-admissible. Define 82(y) = [f, .F\.

Definition of 83. Define 83=</>x82.

Lemma 6.4. d2 and 83 are well defined homomorphisms.

Proof. Identify VxIn~lxDq with VxIn-1xDQxO and push int (U) into

int(Fx/n-1xF'îx/) with Un (VxIn-1x\DqxI)= 0. Assume that if <S' is the

new framing on U, then 'S' | 11 = ^. Let

(Wk + n,JF) m (Fx/'-'xOx/.i/) ± (£/,»')•

Using Lemma 5.4 and then a construction similar to the one which gave us (/ ¡F),

it is easy to see that if y(U) = 0 then there is an F-connection between (/ IF) and

(e, ê) (by doing framed surgery on W to make it diffeomorphic to Vxln). Thus

82(0) is well defined and equal to 0. Furthermore, y is additive with respect to the

connected sum operation by [11, Lemma 4.5]. Combining these facts with the defi-

nition of 82, we get that 82 is well defined on all of Pk+n and a homomorphism.    □

Lemma 6.5. Diagram (5)„ o/§3 is commutative up to sign.

Proof. We shall show that wx8i = (— l)n 82fa¡. That the rest of the diagram

commutes is immediate from the definitions.

Let [g] e irl + x(Gq, SOq), Mk + n + 1 = p(g)~1(e), and assume that M is a manifold

with framing F obtained from the Thorn construction, where F is induced from

the standard framing 6\ of e in S"'1. Let Nk + n= M n (VxT x S"'1), and let

Fx be the rear extension of iF\N. Now push TV radially into Vx In x 0ç Vx In x D"

along with its framing to get (Vxlnx0,^2). If we define F3: VxInxD" ^

Vx In x D" by <^b(x, t, y)='F2((x, t, 0), y), then we may assume that (e, F3) is an

F-admissible pair with w18i([g])= -[e, F3], i.e. F3(x, t, y) = (x, t,gx(x, 0_1(.v)),

where gx=g \ Vxln.

Now we may suppose that Mx(VxIxxexI)±Uk + n + 1, where U is a -n-

manifold with boundary a homotopy sphere (see Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4). Let

(Wk + n + 1, JF) = (VxInx0xI,\S) ± ((-l)n + 1U,<S)

as in Lemma 6.4 and modify JF so that Jt[(Wn (Vxlnx D*x0))x Dq] =VxIn
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xö'xO. Then 82<f>3((-l)n + 1[g]) = S2(y((- l)n + 1U)) = [f FJ, where /(Fx/")

= Wn(VxInxD"xO) and Fi(x,1,y) = Mf(f(x,t),y). Finally, push (-1)" + 1M

radially into int (Kx/n + 1 x D") with (- 1 )n +1 8M going into Kxc/" + 1xO and

identify Vxln + 1 x D" with Vx Inx D"xI. Call the resulting framed manifold

(M1, Mfx). The orientation of M' n (VxInxOx 1) will now agree with the orien-

tation of Kx/nx0x 1, because 8(In + 1 x D") = (8In + 1 x D") u (-l)n + 1(/n + 1x30<).

Note that we may assume that

Mfx | FxFxOxO = F3   and   Mfx \ ((Vx 8Inx D" xi) u (Vxlnx D"x 1))

is the standard framing. Let (Xk + n + \ Mf2) = (M', Mfx) uVx/nx0xl (W, Mf). Then

XxVxln+1±[(-l)n+1U±-(-l)%+1U]. But y[(-l)" + 1t/±-(-l)n + 1t/] = 0.

Hence by doing surgery on X we may assume that Xx, Fx/n + 1. From this it is

easy to construct an F-connection between (e, F3) and (/ J^) (see Lemma 4.5).

Thus ( - lK04<t*D = [«, ̂ 3] = [/, ^] = ( -1 )n + ̂ 2h([g})-   D

7. Exactness. In the previous section we defined all the maps and now we show

that the sequences in §3 are exact. For more details see [11], since the basic ideas

behind the proofs are the same.

Lemma 7.1. Im cox = ker<pxfor «äO.

Proof, (a) ^1oj1 = 0: This follows immediately from the definitions, (b) ker </>x

clm^: Let [/ J5"] e 6m-n(V) and suppose that </>x([f, F]) = [f] = 0. Lemma 4.2

implies that [/ F] = [e, 'S] for some 'S. But then by the tubular neighborhood

theorem we may assume that o(T): Vxln -+ SOq, a('S)(Vx 81 n) = identity. Clearly

-i(W^)]) = [/^]-    D

Lemma 7.2. lm</>x = ker 8X for n^l.

Proof, (a) 8x<px=0: By Lemma 6.5, 8x</>x = 8i</>lioj2 = 0-co2 = 0. (b) ker c^ e lm <^ :

We use the notation of Lemma 6.2. 8x([f])= [a] = 0 implies that there is a homotopy

ht: VxIn~1-^SOq with h0 = a, hx(VxIn-1) = \deni\ty = ht(Vx8In'1). Using ht it

should be clear how one then deforms F° on Fx/n_1 to get F with (/ F)

F-admissible and </>i([f, &]) = [/].    D

Lemma 7.3. lm 8x = ker wx for n^l.

Proof, (a) cox8x = 0: Let [/] e 6m-n(V) and pick Fü, a as in Lemma 4.1(a). Then

iox8x(lf])=[e, 'S], where <S(x, t,y) = (x, t, a(x, t)(y)). But it is easy to show that

\e,'S}=\f\VxIn'1,3Fü\VxIn-yxD% since/(Fx/n-1)=Kx/"-1xO. Now

(RfiRF^R-1) is an F-connection between (/| VxIn-\F° | Kx/^xC) and

(«,#); therefore, [e, >S}=0.

(b) ker wxeIm 8X: Let [g] enl_xSOq. Suppose ai([g]) = [e, &} = 0, where

nx,t,y) = (x,t,g(x,t)(y)). Let (//, Mf) F-connect (e,'S) with («,#). Define

/: VxIn _+ KxFxZ)« by f(x, (tx,..., tn)) = R-1H(x, (tx,..., /n_a), /n). / is ad-

missible and 8i([f]) = [g].    □
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For the remainder of this section assume that ni 1, qi3, and n + ki6.

Lemma 7.4. Im ô2 = ker w2.

Proof, (a) w2c2 = 0: Let y = y(Uk + n + 1) e Pk + n + x. Let p: D\~x -> Dq"x be the

obvious projection in R" and let S': Vxlnx [0, 2]ex D"'1 -+ VxInx2D" he any

framing of Vx I"'1 x [0, 2]e such that S'(x, t, 2e, u) = (x, t, 2e, 2p'1(u)) and the

rear extension of ¿' | Fx/nxO is just \S. Suppose that (U, (S)<^ Vxlnx D" with

lm^nlm¿'=0. Let (Mk + n + 1, (SX) = (U, (S)±(VxIn x [0, 2]e, 6'), where the

(framed) connected sum is taken on int (Fx/nxO); let

(/Vk+n, äTjA = (Cl(8M n\nt(VxIn x 2Dq)),<S'),

with 'S' the rear extension of (SX | Cl (8M n int (Vx Inx2Dq)). If F is a tubular

neighborhood of N, we may assume that T=<S2(Nx £F)= Vx Inx D" and M nT

= %2(Nx[0, \]e). Let (Wk + n, F') = CS2(Nx e), rSx \ fS2(Nxe)) and (Mk + n + 1,<S0)

= (Cl(M-T),(Sx \Cl(M-T)). Now ((- l)n + 1M0, 90) can be considered as a

framed submanifold of Kx/'xS'-'x/ extending ((- I)n + 11F, F'). Thus

[t((-l)n + 1W,F')] = 0. It follows from the definitions that if we let/be an ad-

missible map with f(VxIn) = N (see Lemma 4.5) and define F: VxInxD"

->Fx/"xF" by áF(x,t,y) = S2(f(x,t),y), then o>282(y) = w2([f,F]) = [o(F)].

Let ((-l)n + 1N,Fx), with Im Jr1= VxInxDq, he obtained by taking the rear

extension of F' and pushing it to N. Then analogously to Lemma 4.4,

(-i)"+1KJ^)/] = -[t((-iy^w,F')] = o.

But i-lT^H^Df] = [o(F)l Compare [11, Lemma 3.8].

(b) ker aj2çlma2: Suppose that cu2([/, F])= [<j(F)] = 0. Let H: VxI"xI^Gq

be a homotopy between o(F) and 0, and define Wk + n + 1 = p(H)~1(e). We may

assume that IF is a framed submanifold and that 8W=Mk + n u Vx8InxIxe

u Vxl"x 1 xe with MX Vxln. Let r = P \ W: W ̂  Vxlnx\xe. Lemma 5.1

implies that we may assume r to be ([(k + n+ l)/2]— l)-connected. If k + n+l is

odd, then by Lemma 5.4 we may take WxVxIn + 1; but then (—l)n + 1 W easily

gives an F-connection between (/ F) and (e, S) (see Lemma 4.5). Hence [/ F] = 0

in this case. If k + n+l is even, we can find, using Lemma 5.2, a w-manifold uk + n + 1

with boundary a homotopy sphere and Wx Vxln + 1± U. Then 82[y((- l)n + 1U)]

= [f^l    D

Lemma 7.5. Im a>2 = ker <f>2.

Proof, (a) fa,cu2 = 0: Let [/, F) e 9mF'n(V). <P2co2([f,F]) = fa2([o(^)]). But

o(F) - \e) xVxF; hence <f>2([<j(F)]) = y(Dk + n) = 0.

(h) ker ^2 £ Im cu2: Let [g] e-rrlGq. If fa>([g]) = 0, we may assume that there is an

imbedding FF: VxFxD"^1^ FxFx S5"1 so that JF(x, t,y) = (x, t, y), t eJn'\

JF(x,t,y) = (pxJF(x,t,y),p2JF(x,t,y),y),teI"-\JF(VxI"xe)=W=p(g)-1(e),

and [t(W,JF)]=[g]. If we now push 8 W radially into Fx8/nx0and int (IF) into
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int (Fx /" x D"), it is easy to get an F-admissible pair (f,F) with [a(F)] =

- [/( W, Mf)\, using Lemma 4.4. Thus w2( - [/ #"]) = [g].    D

Lemma 7.6. Im$2 = kerd„.

Proof, (a) 82</>2 = 0: By Lemma 6.5,

82</>2 = a2^4 = (-i)"-W4¿4 = (-iy-^0 = 0.

(b) kerci2çlm^2: Let y = y(Uk + n) e Pk + n. Let £' be a framing of Kx/""1

x[0, 2]ein Fx/""1 x2D" as in Lemma 7.4a. Let(U, &)S int (Fx/""1 x /)») with

Im 0 n Im <T = 0, and define (Wk + n, Mf) = (U, 'S) + (VxIn-1x [0, 2]e, <?'), where

the connected sum is taken on int (Kx/-1 xO); let

(A/fc+n-^ JT) = (Cl(aifnint(Fx/'l-1x2£)'i)),

rear extension of Mf \ Cl (8Wn lnt(Vx I"-1 x2Dq))).

We have that 82(y) = [/ F], where (/ J*") is obtained as in the definition of 82 from

(N,FX). In fact, we may assume that W n (Kx/""1 x Dq)=F(VxIn-1 x [0, l]e).

Let

(IFk + n, ¿*i) = (Wn (VxI«-1 x(2D«-D*)), Mf \ (Wn (VxI«-1 x(2D*-D«)))).

Now S2(y) = 0 implies that there is an F-connection (A", Mf) such that (e, <o)~(K,x->

(f,F). Let Mk + n = Mr(VxIn-1xexI) and define Mfx: Mx D"^1 -> Kx/""1

x S"'1 xl by J^(JT(jr, /, e, s); y)=•#"(*, /, y, s). Identifying Fx Z*1"1 x (2D"-DQ)

with Fx/n-1xSQ_1x/, we obtain

(Wk + n,Mf2) = ((-l)BA/,¿ri)u((-l)"W'1,.#í) £ Kx/n-1x5'-1x2/

= KxFxS'"1

and </>2([t(W2, Mf2)]) = (-l)ny. Consequently, also y belongs to Im <f>2.    D

Lemma 7.7. </>3co3 = 0.

Proof. Similar to Lemma 7.5(a).    □

Theorem 1. Let n^ 1, n + k^6, q~¿3. Let Vk be a closed, I-connected manifold.

Then the sequences (1)„-(3)Q are exact and diagram (5)q commutes up to sign.

Proof. Use Lemmas 6.1-6.5, 7.1-7.7 and [11, Lemma 5.3]. □

Remark. To see how Proposition 5 and Theorem 5.4 of [11] follow from

Theorem 1, recall our observation that cobordism classes of pairs (Sm, Kn), Kn a

homotopy sphere, are in one-to-one correspondence with cobordism classes of

pairs (Dm, D"), where 8Dn is the usual 5n_1e Dm. Thus, letting Vk = {x} in Theorem

1 we obtain the desired sequences. In fact, only q^3, n^5 is required (compare

[13, pp. 109-113]).

8. On suspension. Now that we have the exact sequences (l)q-(4)q we shall

consider the problem as to what happens under suspension. Haefliger studies this
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question for the case of knotted spheres in [4], and we shall derive analogous

results.

There are natural inclusions SOqQSOq+¡, Gq^Gq+l,and Dq^Dq+l. These induce

the obvious homomorphisms TTvnSOq->TrvnSOq+l, TrvnGq ->^C,+I, irZ(Gq, SOq)

-^Trvn(Gq + „ SOq + i), em-"(V)^ em + l-n(V), and 6?-n(V) -► 6F + '-n(V) (by taking the

rear extension of the normal frame), which we shall all denote by i. Along with the

identity map on Pn + k we then get, as is easily checked, homomorphisms of

(u)q -> (u)q+h for u= 1, 2, 3, 4 with appropriate commutativity.

For the rest of this section qi3, n + ki6.

Lemma 8.1. Let [g] e »rv+1(G,+ f; SOq + l, Gq), ni 1. Then [g]=[f], where p(fy\e)

xVxIn + l.

Proof. Assume as usual that Wk + n + 1 = p(g)~1(e) is a submanifold of Fx/n + 1

xS"*'-1. Let Mk + n = 8Wn(VxInxSq + '-1) and gx=g\VxIn. Then [gx]

e TVn(Gq, SOq) and M = p(gx)~1(e). By Lemma 5.1 we may suppose that (M, Vxa+ xe)

is ([(k + n)/2] — l)-connected. Consider the exact sequence

8                            iff
-> ^l+x(Gq+¡; SOq+l, Gq)->Trl(Gq, SOq)->Trvn(Gq+h SOq+¡)->■ ■ ■

We have that <f>3([g1]) = fa)i#([gi]) = <l>3Í#c>([g]) = fai(0) = 0, and by Lemma 5.4 we

may actually assume that MxVxIn. Using Lemma 5.1 on W we can make

(W, Vxa+ xe) ([(k + n+ l)/2]— l)-connected, and by Lemma 5.2 and 5.4, the only

obstruction to making Wx Vx In + 1 is an element y e Pk+n + x. Let y = y(Uk + n + 1),

where F is a 7r-manifold with boundary a homotopy sphere. As we noted earlier,

there is a framed imbedding (U, F)^VxIn + 1x S"'1 with Un(Vx 8In + 1 x S"-1)

= 8U (see [11, Lemma 4.6]). Let £x be the standard frame of Vxln + 1 xe in

VxI^'xS"-1 and form (Nk + n + 1, JF) = (VxIn + 1 xe, 6\)±(- U, F). But

[t(N,JF)] = 0eTTvn + x(Gq+l;SOq + l,Gq). Thus, if we let f=t(n, Jt)-g, then [f] = [g]

and we can make p(f)~1(e)= Fx/n + 1.    □

Definition of ws. Let [g] e irJ+1(G,+i; SOq+l, Gq). By Lemma 8.1, [g] = [ß,

where P(f)-\e)xVx In + 1. Let

Mk + n = p(f)-\e) n VxPxS"*'-1 £ Kx/'xS«-'.

Push M radially into an A/¿+"£ Vxlnx D", where 3M0=FxaFlxO and int M0

£int(FxInxD"). This is possible because [f\ Vxln] e rrl(Gq, SOq). By Lemma

4.5 there is an admissible map h: Vx /" -> Vxlnx D" with h(VxIn)= M0 (note

that M0xMxVxI"). Define <»5([g]) =[h].

Definition of fa¡. Define $5 to be the composition

0m + i.-(K)-> 7Tvn(Gq+l, SOQ+t)-► TTVn(Gq+l; SOQ+h Gq).

Lemma 8.2. m5 and fa¡ are well defined homomorphisms for nil.

Proof. Suppose that [g'] = [g] e 7rvn + x(Gq + l; SOq + l, Gq). Define/', Wfc+»', AFT"',
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W, with respect to g', similarly to/ M, M0, h. Let a: Vxln + 1 xl-^ Gq+¡ be a

homotopy between/and/' such that a(x, /, 0)=f(x, t) and a(x, t, l)=f'(x, t). Set

Xk + " + 2 = p(a)-\e) S VxIn + 1xIxSQ + '-1

and

Mk + n + 1 = P(a | Vxlnxl)-\e) ç KxFx/xi«"1.

Let us assume for the moment that MxVxIn + 1. Let

$k+n+i- ç VxInxIxD\    8M' = Mou(Vx8InxIx0)u M'0,

int A/' s int (FxZnxZxZ)")

be obtained by pushing M radially into Vxlnxlx D". R(M') easily gives a con-

nection between h and h' (compare Lemma 4.5). Therefore ^5([g]) = [h] = [//']

= co5([g']), and oi5 is well defined.

In order to show that we may pick a so that Mz Vx Zn + 1, we first apply Lemma

5.1 to get (M, Vxa+xOxe) ([(£ + «+l)/2]-l)-connected. Since Cl(8X-M)

xVxIn + 1, the proof of Lemma 5.3 shows that the obstructions in Pk+n + i to

making MzVxIn+1 vanish and Lemma 5.4 applies. (We are in essence using a

relative version of [11, Lemma 4.4].) This proves that cu5 is well defined, but

straightforward application of the definitions involved shows that cu5 is also a

homomorphism.    □

Let

z' j
■ ■->7Tn+i(Gq, SOq)-► 7Tn + i(G<j+i> SOv+i)-> nn+i(Gq+i; SOq+l, Gq)

8
->rrl(Gq,SOq)->■■■

be the exact sequence of the triad (Gq+¡; SOq+l, Gq).

Theorem 2. Let q^3, «^2, n + k^6. Let Vk be a closed, l-connected manifold.

Then the sequence (6)q is exact. Furthermore, 8= —w3u>5.

Proof, (a) sw5 = 0: Let [g] eirl+i(Gq+,; SOq+h Gq). Using the notation in the

definition of «j5 one sees that one can also push p(f)~1(e) radially into Vxln + 1

xDQ + l to obtain Wk + n + 1^ Vxln + 1 x Dq + ' such that

dWi = M0 U (Vx 8In xIxO) U (Vx In x 1 xO)

and int WiS'mt (Vx In + 1 x DQ + l). Since WxxVxIn + \ R(WX) gives us a con-

nection between h and e (compare Lemma 4.5). Thus, sw5([g]) = s([h]) = 0.

(b) ker j Sim w5: Let [/] e 8m-n(V) and suppose s([f]) = 0, i.e., there is a con-

nection //between fände. Pick F°: Vxlnx D"-> Vxlnx D" asm Lemma 4.1(a).

Let #°: KxFxö« + l-> VxInxD" + l be the rear suspension of 3f°. Now let

Mf*: VxInxD9 + lxI^ VxInxDQ + lxI be as in Lemma 4.1(b) with respect to

H, (/ F°), and (e, ¿). Then \o(p3Mf °R)] e TTvn + x(Gq+l; SOq+„ Gq), and it follows

immediately from the definitions that co5([c(p3Mf°R)])=[f].
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(c) 4>5s=0: <f>5s =y'cu35 =jico3 = 0 ■ w3 = 0.

(d) ker ^5 e Im î: We must do a little diagram chasing. Let x e 6m + Un(V) and

</>5(x) = 0. Then jco3(x) = 0, and there is a y e nl(Gq, SOq) such that /(y) = cu3(;c).

Now</>3(y) = </>3i(y) = </>3oj3(x) = 0; so there isaz s 6m-n(V) witho>3(z)=y. w3(x — s(z))

= co3(x) — w3s(z) = w3(x) — icü3(z) = cu3(x) — i(y) = co3(x) — cü3(x) = 0. Hence we can

find a uePk+n + x and 83(u) = x — s(z). Finally, observe that s(z + d3(u)) = s(z)

+ (x-s(z)) = x.

(e) w5<p5 = 0: co5<p5 = cobjco3. But it follows immediately from the definitions that

w5j=0. Hence a>5<£5=0o>3 = 0.

(f) kercu5eim<¿5: Let [g] ewj((?4+t; SOq+„ Gq), and suppose ">5([g]) = [h] = 0

(using the notation in the definition of a>5). Pick F° with respect to h as in Lemma

4.1(a) and let/=/1 Vxl"'1. Then

(*) [o(&°)]= -[fi]enl„x(Gq,SOq).

Assume this for the moment and let H:VxIn'1xI->VxIn'1xD"xI be a

connection between e and h. Pick Mf°: Vxln~1x D"xl^ Fx/""1 x F»9"1 xl

with respect to H, (e, S), and (h, F°), as in Lemma 4.1(b). Then a(R~1Mf°R) is a

homotopy between a(^"°) and the trivial map. Thus o(R~1Mf°~1R) is a homotopy

between [/] and the trivial map in rrvn_x(Gq, SOq). Now (p3R-1Mf°'1R)-1(e)

í¡FxF and so we could have assumed at the beginning that f(VxIn~1) =

identity. It follows that [/] eTrvn(Gq+h SOq+t) and </>3([f]) = 0. Hence there is an

x e dm + ,'n(V) such that <o3(x)=[f], and so <p5(x)=jco3(x) = [f].

We must still prove (*). Now M is actually a framed submanifold of Fx/"-1

xS,_1 with its framing ¡F induced from the standard framing of e in S"'1. M0

may be given a framing F', induced from the rear extension of -F, with F'(M0 x D")

= VxIn-1xD". Define F¡: Fx/""1 x D" -* Kx/""1 x D" by Fx(x, t,y) =

^'(h(x, /), y). We may assume that Fx has the following properties:

0) oUFx-^)(x, t)=fi(x, /), for / e 8I«~\

(ii) o(Fx- i)(x, t)(y)=fx(x, t)(y), for / e /-\ y 6 Z)VX.

(Property (ii) is just part of the statement that maps can be obtained via a Thorn

construction.) By shrinking discs DX^D"S1, on which a(Fx~^)(x, /)and/(.x, /)

do not agree, to a point, we see that aLFx~v)~fx. Finally, note that o(Fx)~o(F°)

by Lemma 4.1(b). This finishes the proof that ker co5eIm <j>b.

(g) 8=—co3co5: This follows from (*) in part (f), because in that notation,

o>3co5([g]) = co3([h])= [o(F°)] =-[/]= -8([f])= -8([g]).     D

We now come to the sequence (7)„ but we shall only give the necessary defi-

nitions and no proofs because they are so similar to those given for (6)Q.

Definition of w6. Let [g]eñl+x(Gq+¡; SOq+hGQ), «àl> and, except for this

change, make the same constructions as in the definition of a>5 (note that we may

assume [/] efrvn+ x(Gq+l; SOq+¡, Gq)). M is actually a framed manifold and by

taking the rear extension we get a framing on M0. This in turn induces Mf so that

(h, Mf) is F-admissible (because /(Vx 8In xl) = identity). Define ai6([g]) = [h, Mf].
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Definition of <j>6. Define fa¡ to be the composition of

fl» + '.»(K)-> nvnC1+l-> nvn(Gq+l, SOq+l)-► *Vn(Gq+l; SOq+l, Gq).
(x)2

Lemma 8.3. co6 and fa¡ are well defined homomorphisms for ni 1.

Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 8.2.    □

Note. fa¡ is also equal to the composition of

er Ln(V) —-> 0m + '-"(F)-► «i(G,+i, SOq+!)-> *l(Gq + ¡; SOq+t, Gq).
9x oj3

Theorem 3. Let qi3, ni2, n + ki6. Let Vk be a closed, l-connected manifold.

Then the sequence (l)q is exact. Furthermore, 8' = -tu2cu6, where

8''■ TTn + x(Gq+i; SOq+¡, Gq)-+Tr„~Gq

is the boundary homomorphism.

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 2.    □

Lemma 8.4. j: flm,n(F)-> 0m + 1,n(F) is an isomorphism if k + n<2q-3; if

q> k + n+l, then also s: 0?,n(F) -> 0£ + 1-n(F) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Indeed, w/+1((?,+ 1; SOq+1, Gq) = 0 for j<2q — 3 (see [6] or [4, §7.7]), and

so by standard obstruction theory ■n-J+x(Gq+x; SOq + x,Gq) = 0 for k+j<2q-3.

Sequence (6),. now gives the result for 6m-n(V). Since ■njGq-^iTJGq+x is an iso-

morphism ifj+ 1 <q, we get the second part of the lemma by using the Five Lemma

and the suspension (2)„ -* (2)Q+1.    D

Lemma 8.4 enables us to define stable groups.

Definition. Let q>k + n+ 1. Define en(V)=dm-n(V) and 0J.(F) = 0?-n(F).

This concludes our general development of the relative knot groups 6m-n(V)

and fl"n(F). One can define analogues of twist-spinning operations (see W. C.

Hsiang, and B. J. Sanderson, Twist-spinning spheres in spheres, Illinois J. Math.

9 (1965), 651-659). One can also extend some other results of [4], e.g., it is possible

to define natural analogues of the groups Cl and show that they are isomorphic to

"n\ + \(Gq+ù SOq+h Gq) for large /. In this way one reobtains some special cases of

Haefliger's recent work on thickenings of manifolds. Finally, we would like to

mention that the methods of this section apply to give alternate proofs of [4,

Theorems 3.4 and 5.7] (which are much simpler, given §5 and its prerequisites).

9. Tangential equivalences. We now want to show how the sequences of §3 are

related to the question of tangential homotopy equivalences between manifolds.

Let Vk be a manifold. Define Gv to be the space of homotopy equivalences of V

of degree 1, Dv to be the space of diffeomorphisms in Gv, and D° to be the space

of diffeomorphisms of F which are homotopic to the identity. Note that Tr0D°

and irx(Gv, Dv) are groups. We have the following exact sequence:

•••—*■ TTXDV —> TrxGy —*■ Tx(Ov> Dy) ~> ^O^V —*" 0.
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Definition of A'. Let [g] e-nx(Gv, Dv) and define gx: VxI^VxIxDN, N

large, by gx(x, t) = (g(t)(x), t,0). By Whitney's imbedding theorem there is an

imbedding/: Vxl^ VxIxDN, such that

(i) /is admissible,

(ii) f(x, l) = (x, 1, 0),/(x, 0) = (g(0)(x), 0, 0),

(iii) if we define/,: I^ Gv by f0(t)(x)=pxf(x, t), then [f0] = [g] e ttx(Gv, Dv).

Define A': nx(Gv, DV)-+8\V) by X'([g]) = [f].

Lemma 9.1. Let Vk be a closed, 2-connected manifold with ki5. Suppose [/] =

[/'] 6 01(F). Then there is a connection H: Vxlxl —> Vx Ix DN xl between f and

f with H(Vx0xs)=Vx0x0xs.

Proof. Assume first that/=£, and let Hx be any connection between e and/'.

Then Hx(Vx0xI)=Vx0x0xI. Define H2: Vxl^ Vxlby

H2(x, t) = (PlHx(x, 0, t),PiHx(x, 0, i))-

H2 is a pseudo-isotopy, i.e., H2 is a diffeomorphism of Fx/and H2(x, 0) = (x, 0).

We need the following theorem :

Theorem (Cerf-unpublished). Let Vk be an oriented, compact, closed, and 2-

connected Cx-manifold with ki5. Then ttü3P = 0, where SP is the space of pseudo-

isotopies ofVxI with the Cx-topology.

Using Cerf's theorem one can deform H2 to the identity, and from this it is

easy to find a connection H between e and/' satisfying the lemma. A similar proof

works for arbitrary/    □

Theorem 4. Let Vk be a closed, 2-connected manifold with ki5. Then A' is a

well defined isomorphism.

Proof. Suppose [#]=[#'] e ttx(Gv, Dv). Choose//' with respect to g, g', as in

the definition of A'. Let ht be a homotopy between g and g' with h0=g and hx =g'.

Define H: Vxlxl-* Vxlx DNxl by H(x,t,s) = (hs(t)(x),t,0,s). Applying

Whitney's imbedding theorem we can get an imbedding H approximating H

which is a connection between /and/'. Thus, A([g]) = [/] = [/'] = A([g']) and A' is

well defined. The homomorphism property follows directly from the definition of

multiplication in ttx(Gv, Dv) and fl^F).

Next, suppose that A'([g]) = 0. Again let//, be as in the definition of A'. Since

[/] = 0, Lemma 9.1 guarantees the existence of a connection H so that H(VxOxs)

= Fx0x0xí. Define hs:I-^-Gv by hs(t)(x)=pxH(x,t,s). Then h0=f0~g, hx(I)

= identity, and hs(0) e Dv, for all s. Therefore, hs is a homotopy between g and the

trivial map, i.e., [g] = 0. This shows that A' is an injection.

Finally, let [/] e 6\V), fi.VxI-> Vxlx DN, and define g: I-> Gv by g(t)(x)

=Pxf(x, t). Clearly A'([g]) = [/"], showing that A' is surjective and completing the

proof of the theorem.    □
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Definition of A, A0. Define A, A0 to be the composition of

A'"1 A'
B\V) -► 7Tx(Gy, Dy) -> TTQDy, 7TxGy -> TTx(Gy, Dy) -> 6\V),

respectively.

Note. If [/] e 6\V), then A([/]) = [p1/( , 0)].

Now let G=\J" Gq, SO = \J" SOq.

Corollary 4.1. If Vk is a closed, 2-connected manifold with k^5, we have the

following diagram of exact sequences

nïso—L+eiiV) ^do—^o.

To see the connection between Corollary 4.1 and stable tangential homotopy

equivalence we first make some definitions and prove a lemma before stating the

main theorem.

Let/: Mk + 1^ Wl.

Definition, /is a stable tangential homotopy equivalence (s.t.h.e.) if/is a homo-

topy equivalence and/*(stable tw) = stable tm. (The second condition is equivalent

to saying that/is normal.)

/is a partial tangential homotopy equivalence (p.t.h.e.) if/ is a homotopy equiv-

alence and for every map </>:K^-M of a polyhedron K of dimension Sm

= [(k+ l)/2] we have <¿*rM=<¿*F*rw.

6(M") = diffeomorphism classes of Wm for which there is a p.t.h.e./: W-> M.

6T(Mn) = diffeomorphism classes of Wm for which there is a s.t.h.e./: W-^- M.

Definition. M satisfies (*) if, for some handle decomposition, M has no handles

in dimension m, i.e., there is a nice Morse function r¡: M->R (see [13, p. 44])

with Mm_x(v)zMm(T¡), where M fa) = ,"»[0, z+1/2].

From now on assume that Mk + 1 is closed, 1-connected, and k^5. Then minimal

nice Morse functions r¡ exist by [14, Theorem 6.1] and condition (*) is independent

of any particular choice of such r¡. Henceforth fix 77 and let Mx= M fa).

Lemma 9.2. Let Mk + 1 satisfy (*), and set Uk + l = Mm. Then

(a) M ~ UFo, for some diffeomorphism F0 : 8U —>■ 8U, where UFfs =U{JFoU.

(b) Wk + 1 e 6(M) if and only if IF~ ¡JF for some diffeomorphism F: 8U -> 8U

with F~F0.

(c) Suppose Mx DU=double of U. Then MxUF if and only if F extends to a

diffeomorphism of U -> U.
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Proof. First observe that the diffeomorphism class of U does not depend on the

particular y which is chosen, because M satisfies (*) and hence HmM has no torsion

(see [1, Theorem 1]).

(a) Comparing 77 and n —1?, [1, Theorem 1] gives us a diffeomorphism F': A/-> M

such that F'x identity and F'(U) = Cl (M- U). Set F0 = F' \ 8U. Then Mx UFo.

(b) Let h: M-> Wk + 1 e 8(M) be a p.t.h.e. By a proof similar to that of [14,

Theorem 7.1], we may suppose that h\U and h\Cl (M—Mm+X) are imbeddings.

We may also suppose that h(Cl(Mm+x-U))z(W-h[U\J (M-Mm+x)})xro

8UxI, withF0(x, l) = h(x). Let8UxIx¿iCl(Mm+x-U) with Lx(x, l) = x. Define

Kt: 8U^8U by Kt(x)=pxLô1hLx(F0(x), t), and set F=K0. Then Wx UF and Kt is

a homotopy between F and F0. The converse is clear.

(c) Suppose that Mx¿0 DU. Let Mx^ UF. By an application of [1, Theorem 1]

we may assume that L0LX(U)=U. Thus, suppose without loss of generality that

F2 I U=identity, where F2: UF ->■ DU is the diffeomorphism L0LX followed by the

inverse of the double of L0LX | U: t/-> U. By considering L2 \ Cl (UF — U), it

follows easily that F extends to U. The converse is also easy.    □

The next theorem is what we are after.

Theorem 5. Let Mk + 1 be a closed, 2-connected manifold satisfying (*) with ki5.

Set Uk + 1 = Mm(rj), where w=[(A:+l)/2], and let Vk = 8U. By Lemma 9.2(a),

Mx UFo. Let Wk + 1e 0(M). Then We 6T(M) if and only if Wx UF, where [FFô1]

elm Xfa^TToDy.

Proof. Suppose WedT(M) and let h: M-> W be a s.t.h.e. Let Uk + 1' =

Cl(M-Mm+x). Since dimension (U u U')Sm, there is a minimal nice Morse

function 7]x: M-+R such that A=r]x1[0,m] contains í/u U' in its interior. As

before, we may assume that h\A is an imbedding and also that h(M — A)^ W— h(A).

We can extend h\A to a diffeomorphism Hx: Ax DN ->h(A)x DN, N large, by

setting Hx(x, y) = (h(x), y). But the proof of [14, Theorem 7.1] shows that we may

extend Hx to a diffeomorphism H: Mx DN -> Wx DN. Now let Fx/s;^0

[W-h(Uv í/')]andFx/s;riCl(Afm+1-í/) with F0(x, l) = h(x) and Lx(x, l) = x.

DefineF2: Vxlx DN %. [W-h(Ûv Ù')]x DNand L3: Vxlx DN-^Cl(Mm+x-U)

x DN by L2(x,t,y) = (L0(x,t),y) and L3(x,t,y) = (Lx(x,t),y). Finally, define

/: VxI^VxIxDNand^:VxIxDN^ Vxlx DNbyf(x,t) = L21H(Lx(x,t),0)

and F(x, t, y)=L21HL3(x, t,y). Then (f,!F) is F-admissible. Furthermore, if we

let Fi =pxf( ,0): F^ Fandset F=FiF0, then Wx UF and also Fj~identity (see

the proof of Lemma 9.2(b)). It follows now immediately from the various definitions

involved that \<l>i(lf, &]) = [Fi]= [FFô1].

Conversely, suppose that WxUF, where [FF0"'] e 1m A^1ç77o£)°. Let [/ F]

e6\(V) be such that \<px(if ^r]) = [FFô1]-1 = [F0F-1], where F: VxIxDN^

VxIxDN. Assume W=UF and consider U^UF. Let Lx: VxIx^U, F^x, 0) = x,

be a collar of F^ F. Define F2: VxlxD» -> WxDN,L3: VxIxDN -► IFxF^by

L2(x,1,y) = (Lx(x,t),y)    and    L3 = L2F    Let    Mk*1=Cl (W-LX(Vx ¡))x0 u
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F3(Fx/xO).  Then M'xM since (F0F~1)F=F0.  Furthermore, we can define

Li:M'xDNxWxDN by

L¿x, y) = (x, y), x e Cl (W-Lx(VxI)) x 0,       L¿L3(x, t, 0), y) = L3(x, t, y).

F4 is well defined because (/ IF) is F-admissible. But then F4 gives us a s.t.h.e.

between M and W, i.e., We 6T(M).    □

Corollary 5.1. Let Mk + 1 be as in the theorem. Suppose that MxDU, and let

Wk + 1 e 0(M). Then We 6T(M) if and only if Wx UF, where [F] e Im X<pxç7r0Dv.

Proof. An easy application of Theorem 5, by setting F0 = identity.   □

Theorem 5 and its corollary show us the connection between the first chapter

and stable tangential homotopy equivalences. We have obtained a criterion for

when an element of 6(M) actually lies in 6T(M). As a special case we get the

following:

Corollary 5.2. With the notation and hypotheses as in Corollary 5.1 assume that

<f>x is onto, i.e. 8X=0. Then 6(M)=BT(M).

Proof. Since </>x is onto, so is \</>x. Now apply Corollary 5.1. □

In the light of Corollary 5.2 we must point out a certain incompleteness in

Theorem 5. If, in the situation of Corollary 5.1, X</>x is not onto, it does not follow

that 6T(M)^8(M). The difficulty arises essentially from Lemma 9.2(c). Let B be the

subgroup of 7T0DV generated by those [H] such that H extends to U, and let

p: ttqDv -*■ n0Dy/B be the canonical projection on the left coset space. Then it is

the case thatpA^ is onto if and only if 6T(M) = 6(M). Unfortunately, it does not

seem easy to get hold of B and so Theorem 5 is useful mainly in giving positive

results. To obtain results of the type 8(M)=£8T(M), arguments based on Pontrjagin

classes are easier.

Now it happens that the generalized homotopy groups which we have used can

sometimes be computed in terms of the usual homotopy groups. This is especially

true for the spaces SkxSl and so, as an example, we conclude with one trivial

application of Corollary 5.2 which is proved by some easy computations of homo-

topy groups.

Corollary 5.3. 8(S* x S7) = 8T(Si x S7).    □
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